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Abstract: This paper considers the global exponen- 
tial stability of planar distributed manipulation control 
schemes. The “programmable vector field” approach is a 
commonly proposed method for distributed manipulation 
control. In [13] it was shown that when one takes into ac- 
count the discreteness of actuator arrays and the mechanics 
of actuator/object contact, the controls designed by the pro- 
grammable vector field approach can be unstable at the de- 
sired equilibrium configuration. We show here how a dis- 
continuous feedback law that locally stabilizes the manip- 
ulated object at the equilibrium can be combined with the 
programmable vector field approach to control the object’s 
motions. We prove that the combined system is globally 
exponentially stabilizable even in the presence of changes 
in contact state. Simulations illustrate the results. 
I. Introduction and Previous Work 
A distributed manipulation system consists of a roughly 
planar array of actuators that can re-position an object by 
the movements of its array elements. In the future, ar- 
rays of this type could be useful for assembly operations 
where parts must be robustly transported and precisely po- 
sitioned. This paper considers the global behavior and 
convergence of distributed actuator control systems. We 
present a method for globally exponentially stabilizing a 
part on a planar actuator array, and prove the global sta- 
bility of this method. Our method takes into account the 
discreteness of the array’s actuators and reasonable models 
of object/array contact. 
Methods to design distributed manipulation control sys- 
tems have been proposed in several works, including [4] 
and [6]. A common approach is based on the notion of pro- 
grammable vectorjelds. This method was first pioneered 
in [2], and is well summarized in 131. In this methodology, 
one makes the possibly unrealistic assumption that the ar- 
ray’s actuation and control capability can be idealized as a 
continuous distribution of forces across the array surface. 
In this abstraction, the manipulated object moves under the 
influence of these continuously distributed forces. The con- 
trol design problem reduces to the selection of a continuous 
force field distribution that will locally transport the object 
to a prescribed position, and then stabilize it at that config- 
uration. The basic control strategy is to choose a sequence 
of force fields which move the part from one equilibrium to 
another equilibrium. To implement the control strategy on 
the real array’ one must adapt the continuous vector field 
control to the real (and discrete) actuator array. 
This approach has been experimentally demonstrated 
in MEMS-fabricated actuator arrays, where the array ele- 
ments are “small” and ‘‘close’’ together relative to the ob- 
ject being manipulated ([3]). However, when the actuators 
are far apart (i.e., the continuous actuation approximation 
is poor) or the contact mechanics can not be neglected, the 
continuous approximation is known not to work as well 
(see [13]). In these cases, the continuous approximation 
does not adequately incorporate the discrete nature of the 
actual array and the contact mechanics of the objecdarray 
interface. In [13] we showed that when one uses the pro- 
grammable vector field method, these effects will lead to 
instability in the orientation (e) component of the moving 
object’s SE(2)  location. We then introduced a local feed- 
back law that stabilizes the object at the equilibrium. 
While [13] considered the local stabilizability and con- 
trol of the moving object near its equilibrium configuration, 
[12] considered the global stabilizability and control syn- 
thesis problem. In particular, we presented a way of blend- 
ing the philosophies of [3] and of [13] to produce a glob- 
ally stabilizing control which only requires local feedback 
near an equilibrium point. The requirement that feedback 
need only be used near the equilibrium leads to economical 
implementations. Here we expand that philosophy to in- 
clude exponential convergence to the origin. By enforcing 
exponential convergence, we guarantee that our combined 
control system will “quickly” take the manipulated object 
to the desired equilibrium configuration. 
Section 11 reviews the basic background required for our 
analysis, and summarizes the previous results and model- 
ing methodologies that we build upon. Section 111 presents 
the paper’s main theorems, along with a discussion of how 
it applies to the case of distributed manipulation. Section 
IV presents illustrative simulation results. 
11. Background 
Here we review the necessary aspects of the pro- 
grammable vector field approach (see e.g., [3]), a power 
dissipation method (PDM) fix constructing models of dis- 
crete actuator arrays, and some necessary results from the 
theory of nonsmooth control vector fields. 
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A. Programmable Force Fields 
The programmable vector field approach to distributed 
manipulator control is based on a continuous “force field” 
abstraction which assumes that one can specify the manip- 
ulation force at each point on the manipulation surface. The 
moving object’s motions are obtained by integrating the 
force field to obtain the net force on the part as follows. 
Assume the part w can be described by a support charac- 
teristic function w(z, y) where w(z, y) is 1 everywhere on 
the object surface and 0 otherwise. Moreover, let the part 
be subject to a force field f(z, y) : R2 3 R2. Lastly, let 
w’s reference frame be affixed at the center of mass, i.e. 
When the object lies at configuration q = (IC, y, 8) the net 
force and torque on the object are: 
F = J,, w b ) f ( A e p  + t ) d p  (1) 
M = J,, w b ) A e p  x f ( A e p  + t ) d p  (2) 
with t = (z, y)* and A the 2x2 rotation matrix of angle 8. 
The condition for equilibrium is F = M = 0. 
The most basic control law uses a “squeeze” field, which 
generally takes the form F = {-az, -by} where a and /3 
are coefficients to be chosen by the control designer. These 
open loop controls can stabilize an object to one of two 
stable equilibria. Using this idea as a basis, significant work 
has been done to produce unique stable equilibria unique 
stable equilibrium (e.g., [ 141). 
To use these controls on an actual array, where the ma- 
nipulation forces will be generated at discrete points, one 
must adapt the continuous approximation to the given dis- 
crete geometry. However, when the actuators are discrete, 
and the contact mechanics are nonneglectible, the use of 
the controls derived from the continuous approximation is 
known not to work as well, because the object’s motions 
vary dramatically depending on the contact state. In [13] 
we showed that rotational instability will result in the pro- 
grammable force field approach due to the switching of 
contact states that arises from the contact mechanics and 
the discreteness of the actuator array. 
Although the inputs for the programmable 
force field are forces and the inputs we are going to con- 
sider are vector field inputs (velocities), these two are in 
reality often the same because the forces are typically gen- 
erated by the friction at a slipping contact point. That is, 
F = -pNv where p is the coefficient of friction, N is 
the normal force, and v is the slipping velocity. The input 
classes are equivalent in this case. 
B. The Power Dissipation Model 
To analyze control system performance, we seek mod- 
els for the governing equations of distributed actuation sys- 
Remark: 
tems that faithfully capture the system’s essential physics, 
and that are tractable and amenable to control and motion 
planning analysis. In pursuit of this goal, we use a “power 
dissipation model” (PDM) approach to model the govern- 
ing dynamics of a discrete actuator/object system. This 
method produces unique models that are relatively easy to 
obtain, and to which one can apply control system anal- 
ysis methods. Since the method is a quasi-static model- 
ing method, it produces first-order governing equations, in- 
stead of second order equations that are associated with La- 
grange’s equations. The primary disadvantage is that the 
method only applies to quasi-static systems. In [ 13 J we ar- 
gue that this assumption is quite good for our problems of 
interest, and for distributed manipulation arrays in general. 
Here we present an overview of the modeling methodology, 
and refer the reader to [ 13 J and [ 1 11 for more details. 
Let q denote the configuration of the array/object system, 
consisting of the object’s planar location, and the variables 
that describe the state of each actuator array element. Let us 
assume that the motion of the actuator array’s variables are 
known. We treat the object and the array element contact as 
a rigid body contact system (though approximate compli- 
ance effects can be easily incorporated into this paradigm). 
We assume point contacts between the object and the array 
elements (complex contacts such as line contacts are mod- 
eled as a set of point contacts in this approach), and that the 
object’s contact with the manipulating surface is governed 
by the Coulomb friction law at each contact point. 
It is not hard to show that the relative motion of each con- 
tact between the object and an actuator array element can 
be modeled in the form w(q)q. If w(& = 0, the contact is 
not slipping (i.e., it is nonholonomic), while if w(q)q # 0, 
then w(q)o describes the slipping velocity. In general, the 
moving object will be in contact with the actuator array at 
many points. From kinematic considerations, one or more 
of the contact points must be in a slipping state, there by 
dissipating energy. The power dissipation function mea- 
sures the object’s total energy dissipation due to contact 
slippage. 
De$nition I :  The Dissipation or Friction Functional for 
an n-contact state is defined to be 
n 
(3) 
i=l 
where ai = piNi,  with pi and Ni being the Coulomb fric- 
tion coefficient and normal force at the i th contact, which 
are assumed known. 0 
Since there will generally not exist a motion where all of 
the contacts can be simultaneously slipless, we are lead to 
the following concept for finding the governing motions. 
Power Dissipation Principle: With q small, an object’s 
motion at any given instant is the one that minimizes 2). 
The power dissipation method assumes that the object’s 
motion at each instant is the one that instantaneously min- 
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imizes power dissipation due to contact slippage. This 
method is adapted from the work of [l] on wheeled ve- 
hicles. Here we briefly summarize some of the PDM’s 
formal characteristics, which were first developed in the 
context of wheeled vehicles ([ll]). In particular, we show 
that the power dissipation approach generically leads to 
multi-model (or hybrid) systems. For the omitted proofs, 
a greater discussion of these results, and a discussion of the 
relationship between the PDM and Lagrangian approaches 
for such a system, see [ 1 13. 
The next definition describes the kind of system one ob- 
tains by using the PDM approach. 
Definition 2: A system is a multi-model drifrless afine 
system (MMDA) if it can be expressed in the form 
where for any z and t ,  fc, (z) E {ga, (z) Iai E Ii}, with Ii 
an index set and fi measurable in (z, t )  and gi analytic in 
(2, t )  for all i. 0 
An MMDA is a driftless affine nonlinear control system 
where each control vector fields may “switch” back and 
forth between different elements of a finite set. In our case, 
this switching corresponds to the switching between dif- 
ferent contact states between the object and the array sur- 
face elements (i.e., different sets of slipping contacts) due 
to variations in contact geometry, surface friction proper- 
ties, and normal loading. In [ 111 it was shown that the PDM 
generically leads to MMDA systems as in Definition 2. 
Remark: Here we should comment on the relationship 
between the philosophies of the PDM and programmable 
force field approaches. The programmable force field 
method effectively assumes that there are an infinite num- 
ber of actuators, that all of the actuators are slipping all 
the time, and that the physics of contact between the ar- 
ray surface and the object is not that important. Hence, the 
programmable force field method is more appropriate to 
the analysis of gross motions where accuracy is less impor- 
tant and its simplicity of analysis and design is appealing. 
The PDM assumes that there is a finite number of discrete 
contacts governed by a Coulomb friction contact model. 
However, it is formally only applicable to quasi-static mo- 
tions. As we argue in [13], the quasi-static assumption is 
generally quite good for distributed actuator arrays, and is a 
particularly good assumption near the object’s equilibrium 
state. 
C. Modeling the Equilibrium Point of a Pro- 
The PDM modeling approach is applicable to a wide va- 
riety of interfaces between the moving object and the array 
‘By abuse of notation, in [ll, 131 we referred to these systems as 
“switched driftless affine systems”. The nomenclature used here adheres 
to the most commonly used nomenclature in the control system literature. 
grammable Vector Field 
~ 
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Fig. 1. A wheel with anisotropic friction 
actuators: rotating wheels, moving fingertips, sliding sur- 
faces, etc. We only assume that local object/actuator con- 
tact is significantly influenced by Coulomb friction. We 
allow for a smooth, but non-uniform, distribution of the co- 
efficient of friction in all directions of the contact plane, 
like that seen in Figure 1 (see [7] for a discussion of such 
friction models). While some materials do have friction of 
this type, such anisotropic friction models are more gener- 
ally useful as a means to approximately model compliance 
effects and wheel tread effects. For instance, if the wheel 
shown above was as thin as a saw blade, we would expect 
p~ (the friction coefficient along the “rim” direction) to be 
less than ps (the friction coefficient along the “side” direc- 
tion), and in doing so we would be modeling the non-ideal 
point contact in terms of a variable coefficient of friction. 
However, the treads on a tank ensure that p~ is greater than 
ps. Note that the minimum of the dissipation function will 
only be non-unique when the ellipse reduces to a circle (i.e. 
ps = p ~ ) .  Moreover, the same indeterminacy shows up in 
the analogous Lagrangian analysis. 
D. Equations of Motion 
This section sketches the application of the power dis- 
sipation method to the example of an array of actuated 
wheels in the plane where the location of the i t h  actuator 
is located at (zi, yi), has a fixed orientation with respect to 
the origin of &, and the velocity input at that actuator is 
ui. I.e., the itk wheel is spinning at speed ui. Moreover, 
let gi be the transformation in SE(2) from the origin to a 
reference frame associated with the ith actuator. The rela- 
tive velocity of each contact point between the wheel and 
moving object can be expressed as R(q)q, where q is the 
configuration of the object in SE(2) and 
%(q) = ( 5 )  
L 
is the homogeneous representation of the itk actuator node 
location and orientation relative to a fixed reference frame, 
Ad(.)  is the adjoint transformation which transforms veloc- 
ities from one coordinate frame to another, and R(.) is an 
element of SO (2). 
To apply the PDM to this problem, first note that the 
minimum only occurs when three of the constraints are 
satisfied (i.e. when for a choice of three values of i we 
have Qi(q)q = O ) ,  and that moreover, the constraints sat- 
isfied are precisely those which would otherwise dissipate 
the most energy if they were violated. The contact states 
that dissipate the most energy are those associated with the 
potential constraints having the largest three normal forces 
ai = Nipi. Based on these observations, if the center of 
mass determines the normal forces (based on assumptions 
about surface uniformity, etc.), and if p(z, y) is uniform, 
then the object's motion satisfies whichever constraints are 
closest to its center of mass. That is, the particular region 
in which the center of mass lies determines the first two 
actively satisfied constraints. The third actively satisfied 
constraint is determined by the friction model. The system 
equations are found by solving for the annihilator of the 
constraint R(q). If ps < p ~ ,  and if the two dominating 
actuators are indexed by i and j, then the kinematics are: 
E] = 
where c+ = cos(&), si = sin(&), etc. It should be noted 
that here the index notation should be thought of as map- 
ping ( i , j )  pairs to equations of motion in some neighbor- 
hood (not necessarily small) around the ith and j t h  actua- 
tor. The transition between the equations of motion deter- 
mined by actuators i and j to equations of motion deter- 
mined by actuators k and I will in general be determined 
by the location of center of mass. This in turn leads to the 
state space being divided up by transition boundaries be- 
tween different sets of equations of motion. To write this 
as an MMDA system, we may rewrite the above system as 
El = flu1 + f2u2 
14 
where 
1 f2 E i (Zj-Zi  ) x i  sj-+(yi--yj)cj f2 E -Yi  (Zj-Zi)sj+(Yi-Yj)cj 
(7) 
sj ((Zi-Zj)ci+yisi)+cicjy~ 
( Z j - Z i  a j +  ya-yj cj 
(Zj -Zi sj +(Vi  -yj ) C j  
Z. -z - )s j+  yj-yi 
--Cicjzi - s l ( Z j s j  - (Yi&)Cj) 
( * -320s, )cj 
E. Stability Theorems for Differential Inclusions 
In [13] we showed that when one takes the contact 
mechanics and discreteness of the actuator array into ac- 
count, the orientation 0 of the moving object is unstable 
at the equilibrium configuration when one uses the pro- 
grammable vector field approach. First we note that the 
system in Eq (7) is a differential inclusion of the type found 
in [5] .  I.e. due to the switching of the control vector 
fields in Eq. (4), the governing equations take the form 
i E F(t, E), where F( t ,  z) is a (set-valued) multi-function. 
Our analysis requires the following theorem. This theorem 
takes its first two parts from a theorem in [SI and is the 
generalization of time varying Lyapunov theory to differ- 
ential inclusions. The third part is a natural extension of the 
Lyapunov theorem to exponential stability, and the proof is 
included here for completeness. We remind the reader that 
the upper and lower derivatives for a function V(t, z) E C1 
are defined by: 
Theoreml: Let, in a closed domain D(to I t < 
oo,IzI 5 E O ) ,  the differential inclusion i E F(t ,  z) satisfy 
the basic conditions of existence and 0 E F ( t ,  0); in this 
domain, let there exist functions V(t, z) E C', h(z)  E C 
for which 
V(t,O) = 0, V(t,z) 2 h(z) > 0 (0 < 121 < € 0 )  
Then: 
1) If V* 5 0 in D, the solution z(t) = 0 of the inclusion 
k E F(t ,  z) is stable. 
2) If, moreover, there exist functions Vo(z), Vi(.) E C, 
W ( z )  E C (for 151 i EO) and 
0 < %(z) I V( t , z )  I vi(.), v* i -W(z) < 0, 
(0 < 121 < EO), Vl(0) = 0 
then the solution z(t) = 0 is asymptotically stable. 
3) Moreover, if there exist kl , k2, k3, c > 0 such that 
h(.) 2 k1IIzIIC 
K(z) I k211~1Ic 
wzc) 2 k3ll~IlC 
then the solution z(t) = 0 is exponentially stable. 0 
Proof: Here we only show part 3), since parts 1) and 2) 
are proven in [5].  Combining assumptions in 2) and 3) we 
know that 
kl l l ~ l l c  IV(z> I k211zllC 
and that 
now this implies by the comparison lemma (see [9, page 
851) that 
v (z) I l k 2 )  ( t - t o )  
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Therefore, 
Therefore, the origin is exponentially stable. 0 
In our generalization we assume that all the actuators are 
a finite distance apart and make point contact with the ob- 
ject being manipulated. Moreover, we assume that at the 
i th  actuator we have an input denoted by ui that controls 
the velocity of the actuator. Therefore, at each actuator we 
can define a vector quantity !Q that takes a point in R2 to 
Et2, the tangent space. ~n elliptic vector velocityjield is 
one one of the form 9(z ,  y) = (-ax, -by). The following 
theorem indicates that the induced instability of the pro- 
grammable vector field approach can arise in more general 
circumstances. The proof of the theorem relies essentially 
upon book-keeping the conditions found in parts 1) and 2) 
of Theorem 1, and can be found in [13]. 
Theorem2: Given an elliptic vector velocity field 
!Q(z,y) : W2 t R2, and a discrete planar array geome- 
try in some neighborhood of the origin, the solution to the 
governing equations given by the PDM is stable in (x,y) 
and unstable in 8. Moreover, if ps < p ~ ,  then such a sys- 
tem is stabilizable through a discontinuous feedback law. 
0 
The case p~ < ps may be stabilizable, but not in as 
straight forward a fashion. 
E A LaSalle Theorem 
The major goal of [ 121 was to “blend” the programmable 
vector field approach with our local feedback law of [13]. 
I.e., we used a programmable vector field to govern the ob- 
ject’s gross motions far away from the equilibrium point, 
and our local stabilizing feedback law in the vicinity of 
the equilibrium configuration. The intuition behind this ap- 
proach is that if we can move a package from one point a in 
the plane to an equilibrium point b, and if we have feedback 
in a closed neighborhood M of point b, we can allow the 
package to spin freely along its path to b, and wait to con- 
cern ourselves with the package’s orientation until it has 
entered M. 
To effect this blending, we developed a variation of the 
classical LaSalle Invariance Principle (see [lo]). The basic 
difference between the classical version of the LaSalle the- 
orem and ours is that we must consider systems governed 
by differential inclusions. In such systems, the idea of a 
“flow” does not necessarily include uniqueness. That is, 
our technical results must hold for any flow 4(t) satisfying 
4 E F ( t , z ) .  The proof of the following theorem can be 
found in [ 121. 
Theorem 3: Let 4(t ,  zo) be a flow that satisfies x E 
F ( z ,  t).  starting from zo. Let M be a simply connected, 
compact set which is positively invariant under all flows 
4 ( t , p )  satisfying the differential inclusion i E F ( z ,  t) (M 
is positively invafiant if V * ( z )  5 0 for all z E M, where 
V*  is defined in (8)). Now let there exist a Lyapunov func- 
tion V and sets E and N such that 
E = { z € M  I O E V ( Z ) }  
N = { U 4 ( t , ~ 0 )  I 20 E E and $(t)  E E V t  >0} 
(I.e., the Lyapunov function V is zero on the set E, and M 
is the union of all trajectories that start in E and remain in 
E for all t > 0) Then, for all z E M, $(t ,z)  --$ N as 
t -+co.O 
To apply this theorem to distributed manipulation, we 
must show that a distributed manipulator will satisfy the re- 
quirements and assumptions of Theorem 3. This will lead 
to the following Corollary of Theorem 3. Assume the dis- 
tributed system can be represented by an array of actuators 
aij with the coordinate location of (zi,y3), and assume 
that the PDM model solution depends only on the center 
of mass (equivalently, that the coefficient of friction is uni- 
form). For us, M is the distributed manipulators feedback 
region. 
Comllury 4: Given a discrete planar array geometry, an 
elliptic vector velocity field Q(z, y) : R2 --f W2 outside of 
M = B, x S, for some E :> 0, and a locally stabilizing 
feedback law (which we know exists by Theorem 2) the 
solution to the governing equations given by the PDM is 
globally stable. 0 
III. The Main Result 
In our generalization we assume that all the actuators are 
a finite distance apart and m‘ke point contact with the ob- 
ject being manipulated. The following theorem indicates 
that the induced instability of the programmable vector 
field approach can be fixed with a local feedback law, and 
that moreover the performance can be made exponential. 
Theorem 5: Given a discrete planar array geometry, an 
elliptic vector velocity field 9(z,y) : W2 t R2 outside 
of M = B, x S1 for some E > 0, and ,us < p ~ ,  the 
solution to the governing equations given by the PDM is 
exponentially stabilizable. 0 
Proof: We explicitly show that the requirements of Theo- 
rem 1 are satisfied. First, we show that the system is lo- 
cally exponentially stable, and then we use Corollary 4 to 
show that the exponential stability can be preserved using 
the programmable vector field outside a small compact set. 
First choose the Lyapunov function to be V(z) = allzll. 
Moreover, choose VO = VI = W = V (this choice merely 
takes advantage of the fact that the governing equations are 
first order). Clearly VO .< V 5 VI. Now we must show 
that V* 5 -W, where V* was defined in Eq. (8). First we 
must compute V * .  
Recall the governing equations from Eq. (6). Then, tak- 
ing V(z, y, e) = a IIzlI = +<z2 + y2 + e2) we see that in 
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a region where only one set of governing equations apply 
(i.e. V* = V )  
v = ~ k + ~ a j + e e  
- u3 (e-v  G+Z U,) - 
- . - I  . - . ~ _ ,  
+ 
ui (sin(8j) (z cos(&) (-zi+zj)-sin(8i) (e-vzj+zvi))l 
sin(8j) (zi-zj)+cos(ej) (-y;+vj) 
or 
(9) 
Note that this is split into two coefficients of ui and uj, 
which in turn implies that if we have full knowledge of the 
state, then we can always choose the inputs so as to make 
= V 5 0. Moreover, V can be made to be always 
nonzero through a proper choice of inputs. Due to the form 
of Eq.(9), inputs ui and uj can always be chosen so that 
v = ui f i ( . )  + uj fj(Z) 
v i - v .  
Now we have to check on the boundary between two dif- 
ferent contact states. On the boundary 
subject to the constraint that uj, = ui,. Substituting and 
comparing, we get 
thus implying that despite the constraint both can be made 
arbitrarily negative, thus ensuring that 
v* 5 -v. 
Hence, the system is locally exponentially stabilizable. 
Now, we will show that exponential stability can be 
maintained outside of M. We already know from Corol- 
lary 4 that the origin is globally stable. All we need to 
show is that there is an exponential which pro- 
vides an upper bound on V* . From [ 131 we know that out- 
side M the 2 and y coordinates can be exponentially stabi- 
lized, but the 8 coordinate is only neutrally stable. There- 
fore, the maximum value of ( I T ,  y, 81 is d(dM,  0) + 7r2, 
where d(., 0) is the maximum distance from the origin to 
the boundary of a set. Setting IC3 = d(dM, 0) + 7r2 it is 
clear that outside of M the solutions converge exponen- 
tially to M, and inside M we have already shown that the 
origin is exponentially stable. Therefore the origin is glob- 
ally exponentially stable. 0 
IV. Simulations 
To illustrate these concepts, this section provides the re- 
sults of simulations that model a planar distributed manip- 
ulation system with actuators located at (i, j )  for i, j E N. 
Actuation is provided by unit radius rotating wheels (which 
rotate along axes orthogonal to the wheel rims depicted in 
Fig. 2) with constant friction coefficient p and point contact 
between the wheel rims and the manipulated object (a box 
in this case). The feedback region, M ,  lies in the interior 
of a circle of radius 4 (in the length units used by the sim- 
ulation, see Fig. 2), and the only four actuators inside M 
are at (fl, H). Outside of M, the actuators are located at 
(ki, kj) for i, j 2 2. The four actuators inside the circle 
represent the four node system studied in [13]. The simu- 
lated task involves moving a unit mass box from {3,10, ?} 
to the origin in Et2. The final configuration’s orientation is 
stabilized to 8 = 0, where 8 is measured between the box’s 
long axis and the s axis of R2. 
The simulations were implemented in Murhematicu, us- 
ing its NDSoZve integrator, modified to allow for differ- 
ential inclusions. Some modification is necessary in or- 
der to avoid the numerical difficulties at switching bound- 
aries (y = s , ~  = -s,z = 0,y = 0 for these sim- 
ulations). However, this is only a concern for switching 
boundaries which are stable or attracting, because if the 
trajectory intersects the boundary transversely, standard nu- 
merical schemes still work. For these simulations, we al- 
lowed the switching boundaries (which are stable) to have 
the averaged, projected dynamics. This, like the method 
of introducing hysteresis to simulate a discrete system as 
a hybrid automaton, produces numerically stable simula- 
tions. We should point out, however, that the choice of the 
averaged solution is only one possible choice satisfying the 
differential inclusion. That is, if we have a boundary N 
and vector fields gul on one side of the boundary and guz 
on the other, the choice of 4 = gu1:gu2 (i.e. 6 = 4) is just 
one choice satisfying q E F = w{gul,gaz}. The main 
difficulty is that solutions of differential inclusions are nec- 
essarily nonunique, therefore implying that any simulation 
represents only one solution 4 to the differential inclusion 
Outside M, the programmable vector field is simply 
{k, jl} = { -5, -y}. Inside M we use the feedback law 
derived in [13] to stabilize the box to the origin. To show 
how to apply the theory, we will apply it near the bound- 
ary s = y for 2, y > 0 defined by the switching bound- 
aries. Restricting our attention to this region provides all 
the salient features of the theory while keeping the prob- 
lem tractable. Rescaling ui by 5, the kinematics in this 
region are 
6, E F. 
-U1 + U 2  
q =  [ -u1-uq ] 
W{---Ul, U21 
Now we do a control lyapunov design using V = 
1215 
5 ~ ~ ( . z , g , e ) ~ ~ p .  1 ThismeansthatV= %Q =x(-u1+up)+ 
y(-ul - up)  + 8(co{-u1,u2}). Rewriting co{-u1,u2} 
as 6(-u1) + (1 - 6)up and thereby parametrizing al! se- 
lections of CO{ -u1, up} by 6. Solving the equation V = 
= -kllq((2 (with k > 0), we see that a choice of 
-ke((i-6)e+r--y)+kil(r,y,e)112 
.w+x+y U1 = 
up = -kO 
makes V = -kllq112. Therefore the system is exponentially 
stabilized. Now, this example should illustrate some of the 
weaknesses of the theory described in Section III, partially 
because estimation of 6 is necessary. In our numerical sim- 
ulations we know that 6 = i, and the simulation works 
well. However, in a real system 6 would have to be esti- 
mated on-line. We are currently working on extending the 
work in [8] to our case so that the feedback law will not 
be sensitive to variations in 6, and therefore not as sensitive 
to effects of chattering, etcetera. The simulation shown in 
Figure 2 shows snapshots of the box’s position at integer 
time units t = 1,. . . , 12. The actual box’s boundary is 
larger than the one shown in the figure. This was done so 
that the simulation could be visualized more easily. 
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Fig. 2. A Box Tmsported to {z, y, e} = {O,O, 0) from {3,10,2) 
V. Conclusions 
In [ 121 we found that the locally stabilizing aspect of the 
controller obtained in [ 131 can be successfully used in con- 
junction with the global method of programmable vector 
fields to provide global stability without requiring global 
feedback. Here we provided a proof that exponential con- 
vergence can also be obtained in the absence of global feed- 
back. However, it is clear that a more general and robust 
framework is needed to produce practical feedback stabi- 
lization. Our current work includes building an experimen- 
tal setup using wheeled actuators and visual feedback to 
validate the theory provided both in this and future work. 
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